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ABSTRACT

Following neutron activation, a study was made with the Iridium Coincidence Spectrometer (ICS) of the abundance profile of iridium in the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary region of cores from Hole 752B taken from the Indian Ocean west of Australia. The ICS was modified to measure 13 other elements simultaneously with the Ir determination, and data are included for Co, Cr, Cs, Fe, Hf, and Se. The K-T region was sampled continuously in 1 cm increments from 8 cm below to 22 cm above the boundary, and an additional 30 spot samples were taken in the region from 10 m below to 6.7 m above.

A large Ir anomaly of 3800 parts per trillion (ppt) over a background of 22 ppt was found in interval 121-752B-11R-3, 91-93 cm. This interval overlaps the extinction level of globotruncanids determined by the Shipboard Scientific Party. After correcting for the estimated clay content, no Ir over the background was found in the region from 22 cm to 10 m below the main Ir peak. Iridium above background levels, however, was observed in all of the remaining samples up to 1 m above the main Ir peak. Between 2 and 5.7 m above the main Ir peak, the Ir level averaged 59 ppt and is attributed to basaltic volcanism. Another large Ir anomaly of 1500 ppt was found in a spot sample from interval 121-752B-11R-3, 13-14 cm, and its tails extend from at least 10 cm below to at least 20 cm above the anomaly. The stratigraphic extent of this second anomaly parallels that of reworked Cretaceous nannofossils determined by the Shipboard Scientific Party, and the anomaly is attributed to reworking of K-T boundary Ir from another location.

By analogy with many other sections where the K-T Ir anomaly has been found, we consider the main Ir anomaly which peaks at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 91-93 cm, to be debris from the impact of a large asteroid or comet. A thin clay-enriched layer overlapping the main Ir peak, however, may have originated in part from basaltic volcanism triggered by the impact and in part from a decrease in biogenic productivity. Overall biogenic productivity recovered within 3 cm of the position of maximum Ir abundance.

INTRODUCTION

In 1980 it was suggested that the impact of a 10 km asteroid on the Earth 65 million years ago was responsible for large Ir enrichments found in K-T boundary clays near Gubbio in Italy, Stevns Klint in Denmark, and Woodside Creek in New Zealand (Alvarez et al., 1980). It was also suggested that debris from the impact was responsible for the Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-T) boundary clay and the K-T mass extinction. Since then there has been considerable confirming evidence that greatly enhanced Ir abundances occur world-wide in K-T boundary sediments wherever the sedimentation is continuous, that an asteroid or comet impact did occur at the time of the Ir deposition, and that the impact was synchronous with many extinctions of taxa (Alvarez et al., 1990; Alvarez and Asaro, 1990).

There have been suggestions that volcanic activity could have distributed the Ir world-wide (Officer et al., 1987, Hallam, 1987, Courtillot, 1990), but the close agreement of platinum-group-element ratios with meteorite values for some K-T boundary sections (Ganapathy, 1980; Kastner et al., 1984), the discovery of shocked quartz with multiple intersecting lamellae in many K-T boundary sections (Bohor et al., 1984; Izett, 1987), and the difficulty of effecting a world-wide distribution by volcanic means makes the volcanic option seem unlikely to us.

The K-T boundary clay, however, has been found in some sections to be principally detrital in origin, e.g., the Bottaccione Gorge section near Gubbio (Kastner, 1982; Rampino and Reynolds, 1983; Johnson and Reynolds, 1986). It was suggested that the Stevns Klint boundary clay resulted from alteration of microtektites which were fallout from an impact event (Kastner et al., 1984) but it was also suggested that it was locally derived (Schmitz, 1988) or due to basaltic volcanism (Elliot et al., 1989). In another example, clay in the K-T boundary region of DSDP 690C commenced with the deposition of the main Ir peak but continued for a meter whereas the Ir was sharply peaked. The clay, including that deposited with the Ir peak, was predominantly detrital (Michel et al., 1990).

It was suggested, however, that the impact of a 10 km bolide should cause volcanism to occur somewhere (Lipman in Kerr, 1988). The preliminary shipboard studies of Hole 752B indicated there were deposits of altered volcanic basalts near the K-T boundary. The present study was undertaken to determine if the K-T Ir anomaly was present in Hole 752B and, if so, whether volcanism might be associated with its deposition.

LITHOLOGY

The core containing the K-T boundary, 121-752B-11R, had been fractured in the drilling process and about one-half was missing. Of the 4.6 m not recovered, about 0.9 m was lost from the region near the K-T boundary (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1988a). Figure 1 is a photograph of the working half of Core 121-752B-11R from which our samples were taken. The K-T region is best described by quoting from the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary summary of the Initial Reports (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1988a) "Light gray, mottled, and faintly laminated chalks of latest Maestrichtian age record open-ocean deposition at high mass-accumulation rates of 4 to 4.7 g/cm²/1000 yr, implying continuing high productivity. The chalks terminate at a biscuit boundary, above which is a large burrow structure capped by an ash layer, which in turn is overlaid by a chalk exhibiting soft-sediment deformation or slump structures. Above the next biscuit boundary is 8 cm of gray chert and porcellanite in several pebbles. Above the chert pebbles, a light gray chalk layer grades upward.
into another ashy unit recovered in two biscuits. Above the ash layer are 23 cm of gray chalk in six biscuits. There are a total of 10 biscuit boundaries within the one core interval that contains the boundary. Because the position of the biscuits can change slightly whenever the core is moved, the core fragments from which our samples were taken may have shifted by about 1 or 2 cm from the positions indicated in Figure 1.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

The K-T region was sampled by the Ocean Drilling Program repository staff in 1 cm continuous increments from 8 cm below to 22 cm above a clay-enriched layer where the Shipboard Scientific Party had detected extinctions. Below this region, samples were taken every 5 cm for 35 cm and then every 10 cm for 30 cm where Core 121-752B-11R terminated. Four more Cretaceous background samples were taken in Core 121-752B-12R spaced by about 1 m intervals. Above the region of continuous sampling, samples were taken every 5 cm for 25 cm, every 10 cm for 50 cm and every meter for about 4 m.

Each sample was ground with an agate mortar and pestle. Twenty-five to 100 mg of each sample were weighed and then encapsulated in a 0.020 cm thick 99.9995% pure Al foil prior to irradiation. Typically a 100 mg sample is used for calcareous samples with an estimated clay content of less than 15%, and 50 and 25 mg samples are used, respectively, for estimated clay contents of 15-30% and greater than 30%. The Al capsules are sealed in quartz tubes in groups of 50 and irradiated in the University of Missouri Triga reactor for 144 hr at a flux of $2.5 \times 10^{13}$ neutrons/s-cm$^2$.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

All 60 samples were measured with the ICS (Alvarez et al., 1988, Asaro et al., 1987) at times ranging from 6 to 21 weeks after the irradiation. The ICS has two Ge detectors with faces 20 mm apart which are shielded by twin tanks of scintillator-doped mineral oil surrounding them. Gamma rays from a sample inserted between the Ge detectors interact with the detectors, and coincidences between the 316.5 and 468.1 keV gamma rays of $^{192}$Ir are monitored. High-energy coincident gamma rays from other nuclides, which can scatter in the Ge detectors and emulate $^{192}$Ir radiations, are rejected when the scattered components are detected by the shield. A more detailed discussion can be found in Michel et al. (1990).

The ICS electronic system (excluding the amplifiers and preamplifiers) has been completely revised and modified to simultaneously measure 13 elements in addition to the Ir. Measurements can now be made by four different methods: (1) singles measurements with one Ge detector and rejection of radiations which have a coincidence with the shield, (2) the same measurement as 1 but without rejection, (3) coincidence measurements between two gamma rays with two Ge detectors and rejection of counts which also have a coincidence with the shield, and (4) the same measurement as 3 but without rejection. In method 1 the rejection of pulses which have a coincidence with the shield lowers the background underneath the gamma rays and permits better sensitivity and precision. If a nuclide has significant amounts of radiation which are coincident with the gamma ray triggering the Ge detector, however, these radiations will trigger the shield and lower the efficiency of detection for the gamma ray of interest. Method 2, which ignores the shield, is better for such nuclides. Method 3 works best for those nuclides which have gamma rays difficult to detect in the singles measurements and which are in abundant coincidence with each other, but not with any other gamma rays. Method 4 may be best for those nuclides whose most intense gamma rays have two or more other gamma rays in coincidence. It has not been used yet.
Among the elements reported, Fe, Ta, and Cr are measured by the first method, Co, Hf, and Cs by the second method, and Ir and Se by the third method. All elements measured in the singles mode except Cr were measured by two different radiations. The measurement of Se at the 25 ppb level by the ICS is about 5000 times faster than we could have done previously with our conventional equipment (if it had been worthwhile to spend the counting time).

Measurements on Ag, Eu, Th, Ce, and Sb were made but are not included here because further tests of their reliability are necessary before publishing the data. Sc data were also taken but are not included because the corrections due to the Sc contamination in the high purity AI have not yet been made.

Precisions in measurement (i.e., counting errors) for Fe and Co abundances are better than 1%, and those of Cr and Hf are better than 2% and 3%, respectively. The counting errors for Ta, Cs, and Se are more variable and average about 4%, 4%, and 3% respectively. The Cr abundances are not corrected for the iron content of the samples (which produce $^{51}$Cr radiations during neutron irradiation) and are therefore too high. The error in ppm is estimated at about one half of the iron content expressed in percent.

The accuracy of measurement includes not only the precision of measurement but also the uncertainties in the abundances of the elements in the standards. Dino-1 (Alvarez et al., 1982) is used for Se and Ir calibration and Standard Pottery (Perlman et al., 1969, 1971; Alvarez et al., 1982) is used for all of the other elements. The uncertainties in the abundances of the elements in the standards expressed as percent (in parentheses) are: Ir(2.0), Se(20), Ta(2.8), Co(1.1), Fe(1.2), Cs(6.6), Hf(7.1), and Cr(3.8). The Se uncertainty is so high because a flux monitor was used for its measurement in DINO-1. Because the system is very new and has not been thoroughly tested for a long period of time, there may be errors of which we are not aware.

CONTAMINATION

Because hard, particulate contamination of samples or their Al capsules with Ir is a distinct possibility in our laboratory, samples with unusual Ir abundances are split into two and recounted. Two samples from a large Ir spike at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 90-91 cm, and 91-92 cm, one sample from below the spike at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 104-105 cm, and one sample from above the spike at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 13-14 cm, were split and recounted. All samples had the same Ir abundance in the split as in the parent sample within counting errors and were judged to be not contaminated. A sample from interval 121-752B-11R-3, 41-42 cm, which was one of several with unusually high amounts of Ta, Hf, and Th, was split, recounted, and found to have the same abundances of these elements in the parent and split samples within counting errors.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Data

Table 1 shows the abundance data for Ir and seven other elements. The errors shown on the Ir measurements, where symmetrical, are 1 σ Gaussian values and Poisson values otherwise. The Poisson upper errors were chosen such that samples whose true abundances were equal to the observed values plus errors would indicate abundances below the observed values less than 16% of the time. The Poisson lower errors were chosen analogously. The Poisson errors slowly converge to Gaussian values with increasing numbers of counts, and the computer program automatically switches to Gaussian statistics when the gross counts in a peak reach 31. The errors for the other elements were discussed in "Contamination" above. Figure 2 shows the Ir abundances with errors for the 60 samples measured in this work.

Figure 3 shows the Ir profile in more detail around the peak regions.

The altered ash layers reported for Hole 752B and other nearby sites of Leg 121 are dominantly basaltic (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1988b). The element Cs provides an unusual opportunity to study the content of clay from the continents because its abundance is unusually low in many basaltics. Figure 4 shows the ratios of Ir to Cs abundances near the Ir peaks.

Because altered basalts are rich in iron, the Fe/Cs ratio can serve as an indicator of basaltic volcanism even in the presence of detrital clay. Figure 5 shows the ratios of Fe to Cs abundances for all the samples, and Figure 6 shows the ratios in more detail near the Ir peaks. Co and Fe are chemically related, and differences in their ratios can reflect different sources of the sediment. Figure 7 shows the Co/Fe ratios for all of the samples.

Background Regions

From the lowest Maestrichtian sample measured at interval 121-752B-12R-2, 122-123 cm, to interval 121-752B-11R-3, 114-115 cm, the average Ir abundance is 21.5 ppt. This background should have components due to cosmic dust, basaltic volcanism, and clay originating from windblown or river-carried continental debris. These are not the only sources which can inject background Ir into sediments, just the ones we consider most likely. If we look at the samples with lowest Fe content to reduce the basaltic volcanism component (the six samples from interval 121-752B-11R-3, 119-120 cm, to interval 121-752B-11R-4, 14-15 cm), the Ir average background is just 14.1 ± 2.4 ppt. From the Kyte and Wasson (1986) estimate of the extraterrestrial Ir content of deep-sea red clays (0.009 ± 0.003 ng Ir/cm²/ka) and the late Maestrichtian sedimentation rate reported by the Shipboard Scientific Party (4.0-4.7 g/cm²/ka), the cosmic dust component should be about 2 ppt. An estimate can be made of the river-carried component from a study of the Ir and Fe in Mississippi River suspended matter (Fenner and Presley, 1984). Their average Ir/Fe ratio was $14 \times 10^{-10}$. With that value and the average Fe abundance in our low background region, 0.43%, the calculated Ir component would be 6 ppt. The remaining 6 ppt Ir in the background could be due to biogenic or hydrogenic causes. Mn deposits, for example, can concentrate Ir out of their environment, and some phosphate and some organic deposits have been found to do the same. Crocket and Kuo (1979) give a discussion of various sources of Ir background. The remaining Ir could also be due to larger values of the lithogenic component discussed above because the Ir background near Gubbio, Italy, in sediments with comparable Fe, is 12 ppt (Alvarez et al., 1990).

The low average Fe content, 0.43%, and the low standard deviation in the ratio of Fe/Cs abundances, 5.2%, suggest that any component of episodic volcanism in the background is small, and a maximum can be estimated. The Ir abundance in Sample 121-752B-11R-1, 93-94 cm, is 44 ± 21 ppt. As this sample comes from a location in the core described by the Shipboard Scientific Party as a volcanic ash (which is supported by the iron content of 7.6% and high Fe/Cs ratio of 24, in the units given in Table 1), the 44 ± 21 ppt may be a reasonable estimate of the Ir in the volcanic basalts in this region. If we normalize the iron content of this sample to the average in the background region discussed above (0.43%), then the expected Ir abundance would be a maximum of 2.5 ± 1.2 ppt if all of the iron abundance is due to basaltic volcanism.

As the Fe/Cs ratio in the background region discussed above averages 1.84 and that in the sample from interval 121-752B-11R-1, 93-94 cm, which we believe is predominantly an altered volcanic basalt, is 24, the Cs in the background region is predominantly due to deposits other than volcanic ash. In contrast, sam-
hence, the biogenic productivity. There have been problems with volcanic debris deposition rates, the inverse of the Cs abundance.

Samples from intervals 121-752B-12R-1, 23-24 cm, and 121-752B-12R-2, 23-24 cm, have much smaller Fe/Cs ratios (close to 10) and probably contain basaltic ash deposits.

Cs is a monovalent element and is thought to be mainly associated with aluminosilicates in sediments. The Cs abundance can then serve as a monitor of the deposition rate of windblown and river-carried debris from the continents. To the extent that this rate can be considered constant, during changes in biogenic and volcanic debris deposition rates, the inverse of the Cs abundance (after correction for the mass of any episodic volcanic debris) can serve as a monitor of the overall deposition rate and, hence, the biogenic productivity. There have been problems with seawater alteration of Cs abundances in diagenesis of basalts (Basaltic Volcanism Study Project, 1981). In the measurements reported here, however, the Cs from the basalts is small enough that alteration is not a concern. The Cs contents of concern are those from clay transported from the continents, and Cs abundances have been found to be one of the reliable indicators for identifying clay origins (Perdelwitz and Asaro, 1969).

**Main Ir Peak And Nannofossil Extinction Level**

The largest Ir peak is nearly centered between intervals 121-752B-11R-3, 91-92 cm, and 92-93 cm. The extinction of globotruncanids was reported by the Shipboard Scientific Party in
Figure 2. Iridium abundance profile vs. stratigraphic depth for all samples studied from Hole 752B.

their Figure 2 to be at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 95 cm. In order to determine how close the Ir peak is to the extinction level, we have to evaluate how the core may have shifted between the two measurements. The Shipboard Scientific Party found the extinction level to be 1 cm below the base of a 2 cm thick dark layer. This latter layer probably corresponds to our 2 cm of maximum Fe abundance whose base is at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 92 cm, and the extinction level in our samples should therefore be 1 cm below that at 93 cm. Thus, the extinction level and the base of the most intense part of the Ir peak agree as close as we can measure. There is a 2 cm shift between the Shipboard Scientific Party's Figure 2 (and also our Fig. 1) and our measurement regime in the given position of Section 121-752B-11R-3. Because the relative positions of fragments in the section can shift with respect to each other when the section is moved, the 2 cm shift is probably not constant. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, core positions refer to our measurement regime.

The total Ir over background deposited in the interval in Section 121-752B-11R-3 between 68 and 100 cm is 23,146 ppt·cm (this calculation includes the sample at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 104–105 cm, and assumes the sample actually belongs next to the main Ir peak). With an assumed density of 2.5 g rock/cm³, the total Ir surface density is roughly $58 \times 10^{-9}$ g Ir/cm², intermediate among marine anomalies. For comparison, the Ir anomaly near Gubbio, Italy, with $23 \times 10^{-9}$ g Ir/cm² (Alvarez et al., 1990), is among the lowest while one in the USSR with $580 \times 10^{-9}$ g Ir/cm² (Nazarov et al., 1987) is the highest.

Figure 3. Detailed iridium abundance profile vs. stratigraphic depth for samples in the peak regions.

Figure 2. Iridium abundance profile vs. stratigraphic depth for all samples studied from Hole 752B.

Figure 3. Detailed iridium abundance profile vs. stratigraphic depth for samples in the peak regions.

Origin of the K-T Boundary Clay

The best choice of assignments for the clay in the region of the main Ir peak is most likely between an impact component; such as has been reported for Stevns Klint (but questioned by Schmitz and by Elliot et al.), DSDP Hole 465A, and Woodside Creek; a basaltic ash, such as reported for other regions of this core; or a detrital component caused by slowing down of the CaCO₃ deposition rate, such as found in ODP Hole 690C. In the three sections mentioned above, the striking feature is the very close agreement among them for the anomalous amounts of many elements. For example, the average difference between Stevns Klint and DSDP Hole 465A K-T boundary sediments was 23% for 13 elements (unpubl. data). If the clay boundaries in these sections do represent impact fallout because they are so homogeneous we should be able to calculate the amount of the various elements in the present work from the Ir content. But the abundances of Fe, Cs, Cr, Hf, Ta, and Co in this work average 11 times the abundances (Alvarez et al., 1980) in the Stevns Klint section (when normalized to the same Ir content) and so would overwhelm any impact component such as deduced for Stevns Klint. If the clay in the Ir region were due to continental debris, then the ratio of Fe to Cs should remain constant. The Fe/Cs ratio increases by a factor of 4 in the peak compared to the region below and decreases almost as much in the next 6 cm above.

Therefore, the clay in the region of the main Ir peak is not primarily due to impact fallout or normal continental deposition,
but probably originated as a basaltic ash. As one proceeds upsection the Fe/Cs ratio begins to rise above interval 121-752B-11R-3, 95 cm, where there is a biscuit boundary and there appears to be a sharp increase in the element abundances including that of Ir. The peak of the ash (i.e., the peak in Fe) appears to be 1 cm higher than the Ir peak. As close as we can measure (within about 1 or 2 cm), the beginning of the deposition of ash seems to have paralleled the beginning of the deposition of Ir.

As discussed in the Introduction, the authors believe the evidence from many sections around the world connecting the K-T Ir anomaly with a bolide impact is convincing. In that event, the impact could have triggered a basaltic eruption or the two could have accidentally happened at the same time. The latter explanation may be unlikely because of the close correspondence between the Fe (indicating ash) and the Ir peaks. Also, the Co/Fe ratios for nearly all samples studied in this work (including ash layers) are about 4, with the notable exception of those in the region from interval 121-752B-11R, 71–95 cm. At the lower bound of this region, the ratio increases precipitously by a factor of 3, stays that high or higher throughout, and then just as precipitously decreases by a factor of 3 at the upper bound. This behavior might suggest the character of the basaltic volcanism changed at the time of the deposition of the Ir, i.e., a volcanic source was activated with larger Co content relative to Fe than the sources which produced the other ash layers studied in this work.

An alternative explanation for the Co is that the impact could have deposited a large mass of biological material on the ocean bottom which triggered a reducing environment with production of \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \), such as deduced for the Gubbio K-T boundary (Lowrie et al, 1990). This environment would have precipitated Co and Ag from the seawater (Turekian, 1976) and may also have precipitated Se, which is chemically similar to S. \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) could also have precipitated Ni, Cu, Cd, Hg, Pb, and Zn (Turekian, 1976), but these were not measured. When the reducing environment disappeared, the enhancements of these insoluble sulfides would also disappear. Between Samples 121-752B-11R-3, 71–72 cm, and 70–71 cm, where the Co/Fe ratio is restored to its low value, Se dropped in abundance by a factor of 4.5 and Co dropped by a factor of 2.5. Crude measurements of Ag (not shown) showed its abundance also dropped about a factor of 4. All other measured elements (excepting Ir and including the ones not listed) averaged only a 6.4% difference. Subsequent measurements of other elements expected to be deposited out of seawater in sulfide-rich environments could determine if this explanation is a viable one.

The sharp change in Co, Se, Ag, and Ir at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 71 cm, may be illusory. Figure 1 shows a break in the core at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 72 cm. The two positions may correspond and possibly a considerable amount of core might be missing directly above. The change in the Ir abundance could be due to this effect as the Ir/Cs ratio changes precipitously at this point.

Overall Relative Productivity (Calcareaous + Siliceous)

In the calculations of the ratios of overall productivity from the chemical abundance data, we assume that over the region from 359.44 to 358.54 m sub-bottom depth there is a rough constancy in the deposition rate of clay from the continents, in the Cs abundance of the continental clay, and in the density of the rock. The calculations are insensitive to the actual values of the above parameters and the changes in Cs abundance of the basalt during
its diagenesis. The calculations assume the sediments below the Ir-rich region with very low Fe abundance do not contain significant amounts of altered basalt. They also assume that enhanced iron abundances in the sediments in the Ir-rich region are due to altered basalts which contain Fe in the same abundance as found in altered basalts in other parts of the section.

The Cs content in the K-T clay layer is about twice the value found in the Cretaceous sediments from interval 121-752B-11R-3, 109 cm, to interval 121-752B-11R-4, 26 cm. If we use the average Fe abundance of six basalts from Hole 754B reported by the Shipboard Scientific Party, 10%, the altered basalt component in our K-T boundary sample with highest Fe (and Cs) at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 90-91 cm, is 40%. If we exclude the altered basalt component, the maximum Cs abundance is then 3.4 times the background sediment value. This places a lower limit on the productivity of about one-third the latest Maestrichtian rate about 1 cm above the position of most abundant Ir. The overall productivity recovers rapidly (within 3 cm of the position of the most abundant Ir) and then increases until it is about 5 times the latest Maestrichtian rate at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 77-80 cm, i.e., the Cs abundance is about 5 times lower than the latest Maestrichtian value. Instead of Cs we could have used Fe, Hf, or Ta and obtained qualitatively similar results about the productivity recovery. The region in Section 121-752B-11R-3 between 76 and 84 cm was described (Shipboard Scientific Party, 1988a) as being pebbles of gray chert and porcellanite. Therefore, the enhanced productivity was probably due to siliceous rather than calcareous organisms.

Other Iridium Peaks

The ratios of Ir to Cs in the units given in Table I have a best value of 70 ± 7 for the samples more than 12 cm below the main Ir peak background region described above. Not until Sample 121-752B-10R-5, 93-94 cm, which is 7 m higher, does the Ir/Cs ratio come down to this background level again.

Figure 2 shows an Ir peak of 1500 ppt at interval 121-752B-11R-3, 13-14 cm, with tails extending at least 20 cm above and below. This peak is 1 cm away from the position where the Shipboard Scientific Party (1988a) reported an abundant recurrence of Cretaceous nannofossils which they ascribed to reworking. By analogy the Ir peak is ascribed to reworking of K-T boundary sediments from another location.

Twelve cm below the main peak there is a peak with 862 ppt Ir. The ratios of measured elements in this position are similar to those of the K-T boundary clay, but no admixture of the boundary and the other sediments would give exactly the observed abundance. The Ir and other elements may be enhanced because of bioturbation of the K-T boundary clay. Alternatively, if the samples from intervals 121-752B-11R-3, 104-105 cm, and 121-752B-11R-3, 95-96 cm, had somehow been interchanged in the sample preparation or sampling process, most of the element abundance profiles would be smoother, but that of Se would be double-peaked.

There is Ir above background levels from 17 cm below to at least 1 m above the main Ir peak. The three samples from between
2.0 and 5.7 m above that peak average about 59 ppt Ir and probably contain altered volcanic basalts. The main Ir peak has tails both upsection and downsection, but the latter is of magnitude more abundant than the latter. Marine K-T boundaries characteristically have tails of Ir extending into the Tertiary sediment and to a lesser extent into the Cretaceous sediment. The former may be due to transport of Ir from other areas and the latter may be due to diffusion or bioturbation.
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